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I Introduction

Librarians in various environments have long been interested in

the measurement of the services provided by their libraries. Although,

as Lancaster has suggested; "the functions of all libraries are

essentially the same" (Lancaster, p. 2), it has been commonly assumed

that the collection of statistical data is much less prevalent in

special libraries and information centers than in libraries of other

types. This assumption may be partially a result of a lack of the

large scale national or regional reporting of library statistics that

has taken place with regard to public; academic and school libraries;

Additionally, the great variability in the nature and purpose of

special libraries has made it diffiCillt even to identify all the

special libraries in existence, much less to obtain uniform data

regarding their activities;

Although it may be true that in the past spetial librarians rarely

gathered data concerning their libraries, the increase in the

literature dealing with measurement of special library activities would

seem to indicate that some change has taken place Brown has suggested

that traditionally, assumptions about the need for and the value of

library services sufficiently justified continued support to

libraries," but that "economic realities and the demand for

accountability have long since disrupted this sheltered existence"

(Brown, p. 475). The fact that in the past few years special

libraries have gone out existence at an increased rate may be

further evidence of the need for accountability in special libraries.
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Several attempts have been Made to delineate the specific purposes

of measuring library activities. The Midwest Health Science Library

Network, for instance; has provided the following list:

1. To show the administration the use and growth the library has
experienced over a period of time.

2. To provide the librarian and library committee with a strong
case for necessary funds;

3; To help the lit Arian evaluate the efficiency of many of the
library's services.

4. To provide the . . . administration with a true picture of the
services the library Offers.

5. To form the baSIS for a very important part of the library's
annual report Basic Library Management for Health Science
Librarians; p. C-6).

Brown has suggested that the use of data can be divided into two

fundamental categories: "communications (to relate information to

another), and internal management and planning" (Brown; pp; 481-482);

Brown has also; however; stated that problems have been caused by the

"conflicting purposes; or even lack of purposes" for which statistical

data have been gathered; and that these problems have inhibited

rational approaches to data collection" (Brown; p. 477).

One very difficult probIet is that of deciding what data are to be

collected. The Midwest Health Science Library NetWork's statement that

"ideally, the librarian should consider counting and recording

everything that can be counted and recorded" (13a-sic Library Management

for lie:alth Science Librarians, p. C-6) seems excessive. Brown has

justifiably concluded that "it is not enough to count resources -to

describe the collection resources; for example, only in terms of

6



dollars and size. It is much more desirable to assess both the

quantitative and qualitatiVe aspects of the collection" (Brown, p.

479); Brown, the mosz desirable statistic would be one Which

demonstrates the impact the library has on the organization it serves

(Brown; p; 481). It is rot clear, however, just how such a statistic

can be derived. Given the wide Variety of activities and environments

which exists among special libraries and infOrMAtion centers, the data

which need to be collected; and the ways in Whith such data should be

analyzed, would also be quite diverse;

The 1982 survey of special libraries affiliated with Illinois

library systems dealt with performance measures utiliZed by special

libraries and information centers. The survey questionnaire consisted

of two major sections. Iii the first, respondents were asked to

identify those statistics they kept and to provide an indication of

Whether they were kept regularly or oily occasionally. The second

Section asked the respondents to choose three of the statistics they

had identified in the first section and to indicate how long each had

been kept and the specific uses made of the data collected.

The questionnaire, which had been prepared with the advice of a

committee of the Illinois Chapter of the Special Libtaries Association;

was pretested in four libtarieS in September 1981. Some minor

alterations were made in order to strengthen weak points identified in

the pretest draft; and the final rbrth of the questionnaire was sent to

the eighteen Tliinois library systems in December of 1981 for

distribution to their special library affiliateS. A copy of ti:e

questionnaire is reproduced as Appendix 1. Questio.:Inaires were



returned by the affiliateS to the library systems, which then forwarded

them to the Library ReSearch Center of the University of Illinois for

analysis. A rather low response rate prompted a decision to send

follow-up postcard:, to those libraries which had responded to the 1981

survey but which had not yet responded to the 1982 survey by June 1982.

This postcard also asked respondents specifically to state that they

were not interested in participating it the survey if that was the

Ifbt- il',f6Lut-attun Lo identify libraries which no longer

existed. 'Twenty six libraries detlined to partitipatei and three were

iden'Afied as no longer being in existence. Additionally, libratieS

responding for the rust time in 1982 were asked to complete the 1981

questionnaire so that certain data from that survey could be

incorporated in the analysis of the 1982 responses (Wallace);

A total of 303 responses were received in time to be considered.

Of these 303, two were unusable, leaving 301 ao the number upon which

this report is based. It is interesting to note that 74 of the 301

responses were from libraries not included it-. the 1981 survey; and that

90 libraries included in the 1981 survey did not provide responses to

the 1982 survey.

The 301 forms which were usable were coded and input into

computer file. Data were then analyzed by use of the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The raw data file will

continue to be kept available for further analysis or comparison with

later survey retsLilta Special studies; baed as theSe data can be

requested from the IllinoiF Spate Library.



2 Representativeness of the Study Group

5

Although there is no way of precisely determining the number

special libraries in Illinois; it was possible to identify those

special libraries which were affiliate members of the systems as

November 1981. The 301 respondents to the 1982 survey represent 66% of

the 454 special libraries known to have been affiliate members at that

time (tne source for known special library affiliate members is the

1981 ILDS /ILLINET Rouce Directory). Table 1 gives a system by system

listing of these libraries; divided into medical and nonmedical ;

categories, as well as the same data for the libraries included in the

present study. It appears from these data that the study group is

slightly atpiCal in that medical libraries are overrepresented and

nonmedical Libraries are underrepresented. This appears to be

especially true for those systems which have a relatively large number

affiliated special librarieS. ThiS difference was fOUnd to be

statistically significant at the .01 level.

Table 2 shows the distribution of special librarieS by three

geographic regions; again comparing the respondents to this survey with

the entries in the ILDS /ILLINET directory; A chi-sgtare test showed no

statistical difference between the two groups with regard to geographic

:\distribption.

Two other variables (the number of employees whom the library is

primarily intended to serve, and the total full-time-equivalent number

of library staff members holding graduate degree in library and

information science) were compared to the same figures for the
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respondents

(Respondents

affiliates in terms

the 1981 survey of spedal library affiliates.

the 1981 survey were more typical of all ILLINET

of the proportion of nonmedical /medical libraries.)

TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF MEDICAL /NONMEDICAL LIBRARIES
IN SURVEY GROUP TO KNOWN ILLINET AFFILIATES

ILLINET Affiliates
NOvembet 1981

1982
Survey

Respondents

System

Nonmedical Medical

Numher/ Number/
Percent Percent

Nonmedical Medical

Number/ Number/
Percent Percent

Bur Oak 3 (50) 3 (50) 2 (50) 2 (5U)
Chicago 161 (83) 33 (17) 78 (77) 24 (24)
Corn Belt 2 (40) 3 (60) 2 (50) 2 (50)
Cumberland Trail 1 (33) 2 (67) 1 (50) 1 (50)
DuPage 12 (57) 9 (43) 10 (56) 8 (44)
Great River (70) 3 (30) 5 (63) 3 (38)
Illinois Valley 8 (50) 8 (50) 4 (33) 8 (67)
Kaskaskia 4 (57) 3 (43) 6 (67) 3 (33)
Lewis & Clark 3 (43) 4 (57) (0) 5 (100)
Lincoln Trail 19 (83) 4 (17) 6 (55) 5 (45)
North Suburban 56 (80) 14 (20) 42 (81) 10 (19)
Northern Illinois 6 (55) 5 (45) 4 (40) 6 (60)
River Bend 4 (40) 6 (60) 3 (50) 3 (50)
Rolling Prairie 13 (68) 6 (32) 12' (60) 8 (40)
Shawnee 1 (50) 1 (50) 1 (50) 1 (50)
Starved Rock 6 (43) 8 (57) 0 (0) 5 (100)
quburban 17 (50) 17 (50) 13 (45) 16 (55)
WeStern IllinoiS U (0) 2 (I0O) 0 (0) 2 (100)

Total 323 (71)131 (29) 189 (63)112 (37)

Grand Total 454 301



TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF LIBRARIES IN SURVEY GROUP TO KNOWN ILLINET AFFILIATES

1982
ILLINET Affiliates Survey
November; 1981 Respondents

Geographic region Nu:fiber/Percent Number/Percent

Chicago Area
North & Central Illinois
Southern Illinois

325 (72)
81 (18)
48 (11)

Total

205 (68)
52 (17)
46 (15)

454 301

(Chicago Area includes the Bur Oak; Chicago, DuPage; North
Suburban and Suburban library systems; North & Central
Illinois includes the Corn Belt; Illinois Valley, LincoJn
Trail, Northern Illinois; River Bend; Starved ROCk.;_ and
'Western Illinois library systems; Southern Mina§ includes
the Cumberland Trail, Great River; Kaskaskia, Lewis and
Clark, Rolling Prairie, and Shawnee library systems.)

There was no significant difference between the two survey groups with

regard to these two Variables. It can be assumed; then, that although

the respondents to the 1982 survey may not have been representative

with regard to their subject areas, they were representative in other

ways. The lack of representativeness with "regard to subject area;

however, shoUld be considered when evaluating differences among the

subject groups throughout this report; :.riotaer factor which must be

considered is that not all special libraries and infOeMatien centers in

the state are affiliated with ILLINET. No attempt has been made to



determine the numfir of unaffilial-!(1 special Libraries, nor to assess

those charaL'.erttis; which distinguisi frOm aonaffiliateS.

3 Number of Stat H: ics Kept

fhe questionnair identified e-,:plicitly 22 categories of measures

and provided pace tor two additional responses. Respondents were

asked to indicate fo,- each measure whether it was kept reguiarls,, kcr

occ.IsioaaLly, or not kept at all:. Regular data colLection was define"

as keeping data on a continuous basis; and occasional collection was

defined as keeping data for one or more sample periods dufing the

preceding year. The frequencies with which each of the 22 explicitly

identified measures was kept are given in Table Al in Appendix 2.

Table A2 Lists the forty-two additional measures which were

provided in response to survey questions 26 and 27. Twelve of these

measures were related to technical services, while twenty-two were

public services- related; nine could : not be classified as either

technical services or public services measures. An arbitrary decisiOn

was made to include in further only thie AdditiOnal measures

that had been suggested by t:.th or More rep-ohdentg; five= measures; each

Of which was public services related, Met thi,v3 criterion.

i'he r,.spondents diverit in t.(=r-ml of

measnr.-. .illy Of the measures liSted on the

nl!ntre mi Jri:y oL the r,2.spondent, ,Anci none of

the me.ls.!r-_:s provided hv tne 1.esponcicht thems s ;,:ept

m.Ajoi.Ey of respondent, The measur,2 16: the mos:



respondents was the number of items received on interlibrary loan;

which was kept by 216 (73%) respondents. Table A2 lists those measures

that were kept regularly by at leaSt 50% of the respondents. FiVe of

these nine measures are related to technical services; while the

remaining lour are related to pubic services.

Data regarding the mean number of measures kept are provided in

Table A3; The table shows means for the total nUMber of measures kept

reght,irly; the tOtA)_ humber of measures kept occasionally; the number

technical services measures; and the number of Measures of public

services; The data are cross-analyzed by the tor- profit

not-for-profit status of the organization served by the library; by the

major subject area of the library; by the size of the library's primary

Clientele; by the number of library employees holding a master's degree

in library and information science, and by the position of the head

librarian in the organizational structure. The mean number of Measures

kept regularly is ten, neatly half the number of measure8 identified on

the questionnaire; 14 (5%) of the respondents reported that they kept

no measures regularly; AS can be seen from the table; libtatieS in

_for-profit Organizations tended to keep slightly fewer measures than

did thOSe in not-for-profit organizations, librariei- with smaller

primary clienteleS kept fewer than did libraries with larger primary

clienteles; and notitediCal Libraries kept fewer than medical libraries.

This last is possibly ekplained by the role of biomedical consortia in

determining '4!tat MeAs'urs are kept by medical libraries; a conSiterable

lopi:al Libraries reported that they kept statistics

-)eciricaliv for Lne dulpose of reporting to their area -cdnsortium.
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The variations arnoitg the different subject categories are Shcin in

graphic f-orth in Figure 1. Neither the number Of persons with master's

degrees in library and information science nor the position of the

librarian /information center tanager in the organizational structure

appears to be related to the mean number of measures kept regularly.
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The mean number of measures kept occasionally is 2.8. 79

respondents (26%) kept no measures on an occasional basis, and only

four kept ten or more measures occasionally; no respondent indicated

that more than twelve measures were kept on an occasional basis.

Libraries in the technology and business subject categories were more

likely to keep data occasionally than were libraries in the other three

subject categories.

It is questionable whether the number of measures not kept is

meaningful figure, since the list of measures included on the

questionnaire was not exhaustive.

The mean number of regulary kept technical services measures is

3.4; Sli-,41tiy more than half the numLer of technical services measures

listed on the questionnaire. This figure does not include the twelVe

additional measures identified in response to questions 26 and 27 (see

Table A2); none of these additional measures was kept by more than

three respondents. Given the very s:!all averages of technical services

measures, any conclusions regarding differences among means must be

considered tentative. It does appear to be the case, however, that

not-for-profit libraries regularly keep more technical services

measures than do for-profit libraries; that medical libraries keep more

than do nonmedical libraries; and that libraries serving larger primary

clienteles keep more than those with smaller primary clienteles; The

mean number of technical services measures kept occasionally is only

u.8, and tnere appears to be no meaningful variation among groups

related to this figure.

I
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The mean number of regularly kept pUblic services measures is 6.4;

about one third the total number of public services measures listed.

This statistic includes the five public services measures which were

added in response to questions 26 and 27 by ten or more respondents

(see Table A2). More public service measures were kept by

not-for-profit librarieS than by for-profit libraries; more were kept

by Medical libtarieS than by nonmedical libraries; more were kept by

libratieS With primary clienteles of 250 or more than by those with

smaller primary clienteles, more were kept by libraries employing one

or more professional staff with a master's degree in library and

information science, and slightly more were kept by libraries in Which

the librarian reported to middle management than by those in Which the

librarian reported to upper management. The mean number of public

services measures kept occasionally is two, and there seem to be no

meaningful variations among any of the groups examined.

Respondents were asked to select three of the statistics they

reported keeping regularly or occasionally, and to record the dates

when the collection of these data WAS first begun. The mean length

tim! is 6.7 years. ThiS mean i.s based on the total number of responses

to the request for the dates when measures were first kept; since any

respondent could report for up to three statistics; the total number of

responses is greater than the number of responding libraries. In 65%

of the cases, the measures had been kept for five years ur less, and

only 15% :iad been kept for 10 years or longer. This implies that the

collection of statistical data in special libraries may be A relatively

recent phenomenon. Table A5 provides data on the mean number of years
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for which data had been collect3d. The mean number of years varies

from 2.5 for Law libraries to 7.6 for libraries in the Technology

subject category. Figure 2 provides a graphic display of the variation

in the mean number of years measures had been kept, by subject categoy.

The mean for libraries serving not-for-profit organizations is 1.4

years greater than that for those serving for-profit organizations, the

mean for libraries serving primary clienteles of 250 or more is 2.1

years greater than that for libraries with smaller primary clienteles,

and the mean for libraries whose librarians reported to upper
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management is 1.2 years greater than for those whose librarians

reported to middle management.

It can be seen, then; that libraries attached to for-profit

institutions tend to keep fewer kinds of statistics than libraries in

not- for - profit institutions; and have kept them for less time. Medital

libraries keep substantially more kinds of data trap libtarieS in any

of the other subject categories, and have kept thet tbr more years than

any other category of library except technolOgy. Larger libraries keep

more statistics than do smaller libraries, and haVe kept them longer;

Librarians reporting to upper management keep slightly fewer statistics

than do librarians reporting to middle management, but have done so

longer; In general, it can be said that in most special libraries in

Illinois are in some way involVed in the collection of statistical

data, but most have not been so engaged for very many years.

4 Uses of Statistic§

Part TWO of the survey questionnaire asked respondents

indicate, for each of any three data items, the specific uses made of

the data collected. A complete list of the uses reported is given in

Table A6. Not listed are a number of reported uses which clearly were

non-statistical. It was evident from some responses, for instance,

that records were kept for the purposes of identifying perFons or

books not in order to count thet. No attempt has been made to analyze

these non-statistical uses. For purposes of analysis, the reported

statistical uses have been divided into seven main categories: reports
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made to the management of the organizatio- ; reports made to some person

or agency outside the organization; financial and budgetary concerns;

analysis of library use arid library users; personnel consideratiOna;

collection analysis and inventory; and miscellaneous. Table A7

provides the number of respondents reporting uses in each of theSe

categories; divided according to the five main variables of for-profit

vs. not- for profit status of the organization; major subject area of

the library; number of primary employees; number of library staff with

a graduate degree in library or information science, and position of

the hed librarian within the organizational structure. Note that;

since each library was asked to provide uses for only three data items;

the table does not necessarily provide an accurate portrayal of how all

statistical data are ised. It is reasonable to assume; however; that

the choice o data items was generally based on the librarians'

perceptions of importance or representativeness, rather than being a

random selection.

The most frequently listed category of use was "Report to

Management," with 43% of the libraries reporting use in that category.

41 reported use in the Financial and Budgetary Concerns" category,

n% in the "User and Use Analysis" category; 22 in the "CollactiOn

Analysis and Inventory" category, 16% in the "Report to External

Agency" category; and 11% in the "Miscellaneous" category.

The use categories t frequently listed by libraries in

for-profit organizations were "Financial and Budgetary Concerns' (47:0;

"Report to ManageMent" 034); and "User and Use Analysis" 7%). Those

m servingos Often listed libraries serving not-ror-profit organizations
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were "Report to Management" (48%), "Finantial and Budgetary Concerns"

(37%), and "User and Use AnalySiS" (28%). Libraries in forprofit

organizations were much more likely to liSt "Finantial and Budgetary

Concerns" as a use of data than were libraries in notforprofit

organizations (47% vs. 37%), but much less likely to list "Report,j to

External Agency" (47 vs. 24%).

In the Technology and Buiness subject categories, the greatest

proportion of uses were n the "Financial and Budgetary Concerns"

category (46% for the Technology category, 50% for the Business

category), f011OWed by "Report to Management" (41% and 47%), and "US-et

and Use Analysis" (29% and 36X). "Report to Management" was most

frequently cited by libraries in the Social Sciences (45%) and Medital

(46%) categories. Libraries in the Social Sciences and Medical

categories Were much more likely to list uses in the "Report to

External Agency" category than were libraries in the other subject

categories. Libraries in the Law category most frequently cited

"Finantial and Budgetary Concerns" (45%) and "Collection Analysis and

Inventory" (45 %). Law libraries listed "Collection Analysis and

Inventory much more often than did librarieS in the Other subject

categories; while Business librarieS were least likely to cite that

category of use. This variation according to subject category is shown

in graphic form in Figure 3.

The number of eMplOyees whom the library was primarily intended to

serve and the position of the head librarian in the structure of the

organization do not appear to have any substantial relatiOnShip to the

uses of collected data. Libraries with one or more FTE Staff with a

44
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graduate degree in library and information science were more likely to

list "Report to Management" as a use than were those with less than one

FTE (50% vs; 32%); but less likely to list "Report to Ekternal Agency"

L24 vs; 13%).

The relationship between the types of measures listed and the

types uses associated with those measures was also examilied, as

siiown '71 Table A8. The specific measures were divided into those

related to technical services functions and those related to public
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services functions; The public services measures were further diVided

into two categories: those which were simple counts, such as the number

of people who use the library; and those which involve further

analysis, Such as the number of people from each of several deOartmeht§

who use the library. Technical services measures were found to be used

for "Collection Analysis and Inventory" proportionately more often than

were public services measures .(29% vs. 277), while "User and Use

Analysis" was more frequently associated with public services measures

than with technical services measures (35% vs. 29%). Public services

measures requiring simple counts were more frequently associated with

the "Report to Management" (53% vs. 45%) and "Report to External

Agency" (22% vs. 16%) categories of use than were those involving

further analysis, but Were leSs frequently associated with "Financial

and Budgetary ConcernS" (48% vs. 54%).

The variety of uses for statistical data cited by respondents to

the survey is nearly as great as the varity of measures kept. As haS

been seen, hOWeVer, these uses can be logically condensed into a very

few categories. The emphasis on gathering data to support reports to

organizational administration and for assistance in financial plannning

gives some validity to the five purposes for measuring library

activities identified by the Midwest Health Science Library Network

(Basic Library Management for dealth Science Lib_mtans, p. C-6), and

cited in the introduction to thiS report;
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Case Studies

As a means of providing:more indepth descriptions of the ways in

which statistical data can be used, interviews were conducted with

selected librarians. Summaries of three of these interviews are

presented here as examples of the use of statistical data in three

rather dissimilar environments: a library in which the gathering of

statistical data is guided by a particular management process, a

library in which complex budgetary arrangements necessitate the

collection of diverse data, and a library in which no statistical data

are usually collected at all. It is hoped that these case studies will

. provide useful examples for other librarians working in similar

situations.

5.1 Burnham Hospital; Champaign. Teresa Manthey, Librarian.

Burnham Hospital is a 214 bed facility with more than 700

employees; one of four hospitals in UrbanaChampaign. The library

houses about 600 book volumes and subscribes to 200 periodicals.

Teresa Manthey, who has been employed as librarian at Burnham for

nearly three years, cites support of hospital staff as the primary role

of the library, with support'of the physicians taking precedence.

Ms. Manthey lists three major reasons for gathering statistical

data: to assist in budget preparation and justification; to meet the

requirements of the Joint Cotmittee on the AccreditatiOn of Hospitals;

and to meet requests from the Midweat Health Science Libraries Network
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and the Lincoln Trail Libraries System; of Whith the libtary is

member. She states that most data are gathered primarily for budgetary

purposes, with requests from external agencies requiring very little

additional effort. Since the hospital administration has rarely made

specific requests for data, the data included in the library's annual

budget requests are based on the librarian's decisons and the pratticeS

of her predecessors. The data kept are reviewed and assessed during

the preparation of the annual report. The philosophy in this library

is that statistics should be kept order to answer specific

questions, not just for the sake of keeping them in case they are ever

needed; and that the library's budget can help determine what data need

to be coilected. "Start by looking at your budget and decide which

services are supported by it, then what data are needed for

justification." She also feels that it is important to develop and

maintain a manual of library operations which includes, among other

things, detailed account of the procedures to be followed in

collecting, compiling, and presenting data; this codification will help

ensure that such procedures are followed completely and consistently.

Data collection and manipulation do require an appreciable amount

time: the library's one LTA spends about an hour each day working

with statistical data, and Ms. Manthey devotes most of one week each

year to the preparation of the library's annual report; She feels that

this is not only justified but essential; if the library is to maintain

an acceptable budget and provide adequate service. She is convinced

that the hospital administration's present favorable view of the

library is based in large part on the statistical portion of the annual

2,;
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report. It is worth the effort for me; I have never had a budget

request cut.-

Manthey has initiated a number of measures during her tenure

as librarian, and emphasizes avoiding "reinventing the wheel;" For

many of her ideas she has been able to locate sources in the literature

which could be adapted for the library's purposes; She also stresses

the need to test data collection forms before finalizing them in order

to assure that they are workabIe

There are some problems that she has not yet been able to solve.

The first is that of measuring quality of service as well as quantity.

Two methods which she has tried are a survey of user attitudes toward

specific library services; and a library suggestion card. The first

was eC,minimal use because all of the respondents were laudatory and

had no specific suggestions for change; the suggestion card did not

draw enough responses to be useful. A second, related, problem area is

that of demonstrating the relationShip betWeeh library service and

patient ca::e. In a hospital, the ultimate justification of library

services should be a positive effect on the primary functions of the

he-Spiral; it would be highly desirable to be able to measure this

relationship, but she feels there is no workable, direct way to do so.

A third problem is that of comparison with other libraries; although

data are gathered by the regional medical consortia and the Illinois

library systems; they are limited in scope and are not generally

published; nor do standards for accreditation provide a means of

comparative analysis.
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A more immediate problem for Ms. Manthey is that the library is

loCated in a separate annex building; with a small collection of

journals and books located in the physicians' lounge; which is in the

hoSpital proper. Ms; Manthey suspects that this leads to

underutilization of the library by certain segments of the hospital

Staff Stith as the nursing staff; and she has lobbied unsuccessfully to

have the library moved from the annex to the hospital building. She

haS collected data on the mode of inquiry of requests -- in-person vs.

by telephone as one way of documenting the need fot haviJg the

library located closer to the working places of most of the hospital

employees; and feels that the preponderance of telephone requests (50%

of all patron inquiries in 1980/81) does provide some evidence of that

need.

Each year a -,ety detailed annual report is submitted by the

library to the hospital administration; Most of the data in the annual

report are presented in tabular form; with appropriate

cross-tabulatiOnS. Circulation; for instance; is analyzed by type of

material and by month, with totals; averages and percentages given when

appropriate. Some data are also presented in graphic form; two such

graphs are reproduced in Figure 4. Each section of the report includes

a definition of the data being presented and suggestions for

interpreting the data. The library utilizes a Management by Objectives

(MBO) planning process, and the annual report includes a statement of

the library's success in meeting the past year's objectives; as well as

a list of objectives for the coning year.

2 Cl
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FIG; 4: GRAPHS USED IN BURNHAM HOSPITAL LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT

ILL BORROWED; DETAILED BY CATEGORY OF PERSONNEL

Physicians 11%
Nursing 15%
Allied Health 51%
Non-Patient
Contact 23%

ALLIED
HEALTH

\NON-PATIENT
CONTACT

COWRISON OF LIBRARY SERVICES;

Circulation 1982
1981
1979

Reference 1982
1981
1979

ILL Borrowed 1982
1981

1979

ILL Lent 1982
1981

1979-1982

4435
3888
3097

1
1

.

.579
_473,.
307:

989
719
653

536
424
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The fo wat of the MBO process makes decisions as to what

statistical data need to be kept fairly straightforward: those data are

kept which make it possible to assess the library's progress towards

meeting its objectives. This is a sound approach for any library; even

if a formal MBO process is not utilized, it seems clear that the

gathering and ultimate use of statistical data should be Lased on a

firm foundation of perceived needs and clearly formulated objectives.

This foundation is present in the Burnham H-)apital Library;

5;2 Marsteller Inc., Chicago. Ellen Steininger; Manager; Information
Services.

Marsteller Inc. is a large, international advertising and public

relations firm. The library contains 4;500 book titles and subscribes

to 1,300 periodicals. Ellen Steininger; the firm's first professional

lhbrarien; was hired about fifteen years ago and has seen the library

grow from a space "the size of a large closet" to the present facility

which occupies about 1,000 square feet of floor space and employs three

professional and two nonprofessional staff.

As is true for many libraries serving advertisingi public

relations or legal firms, a i.all activities of Hersteller Inc.; including

library services; are charged to the firm's clients. Although there

are provisions in the budget for general library activities, each

employee is responsible for maintaining a weekly report which indicates

the amount Of tim' spent on each client served during that week. These

reports comprise the only numeric data which are regularly collected by
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the library.

Ms. Steininger has adopted a policy of collecting statistical

data only when and if they are actually needed; and sees no reason for

compiling statistics on an ongoing basis. Although she agrees that

being able to gauge changes over time might be interesting, she feels

that it would be of little prattidal value in her situation. The

firm's management is not interested in library statistics, and "if

nobody wants something; why shOUld you count it?"

Counting specific things f>r specific purposes, however, can

useful. One one occasion; the number of times the library's telephones

rang Was used as justification for the acquisition of an additional

telephone. A count of the hours worked overtime by the staff was used

to support a succesSfql request for additional staffing. Occasional

counts of the nuMber of people using the library have been used to

determine the feaSibility of expanding shelf space or otherwise

altering the space available for library users.

Records are sometimes kept concerning reference questions; but the

emphasis of such records is on the nature of the questions rather than

the number of questions; tht. data collected are used for evaluation of

the strengths and weaknesSeS of the library's resources;

A general survey of the firmS'S employees was conducted once in

order to assess satisfaction with the library's services, but the

return was not great and the uSefulneSS of the results was limited.

GiArel the purposes and functions of the library, Ms. Steininger feels

that the library's users would be quick to point out any deficiencies;

and the library does receive suggestions and criticisms from the firm's
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employees.

In general; it is Ms; Steininger's feeling that quitk taunts,

sampling and "educated guesses" can take the place Of constant data

collection. Since the library itself has no need to know the number of

books it owns; precise counts can be replaced by an estimate based on

the number of shelves and the approximate number of items per shelf.

Although this does not yield a precise count, Ms. Steininger does not

feel requests from outside agencies justify the time and effort Whith

would be required to keep precise figures. This is actually a very

good method of measuring size of the nOilection, especially for a

library in which use depends on inlibrary use rather than circulation.

TraditiOnal counting methods generally do not account for book losses,

and therefore do not result in an accur e figure for current holdings;

the method of estimating holdings used by Ms. Steininger avoids this

potential for error.

Although the methods used in this library tight not be applicable

to all situations; the system does work when all expenses are charged

to clients; and the philoSOOhy of keeping only those statistics which

can be demonstrated to be necessary and iwmediately useful is one which

might well be adopted by librarieS of all types.
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5.3 IAA & Affiliated Companies, Bloomington; Rue E. Olson,Librarian;

Although it is generally held that no one can serve multiple

masters, the Illinois Agricultural Association and Affiliated Companies

Library must account to the three related but independent entities

WhiCh moke up the "Farm Bureau Family of Companie6;" The Farm Bureau

itself is a membership organization whose major function is to provide

legiSlative, consulting, and other services to the state's farmers; the

Country Companies group offers insurance services to the organization's

members; Growmark is a feed and farm supply cooperative. These three

groups of companies operate under separate managements; but share

common purpose of helping farmers increase their incomes and

productivity. They also share a common office building and a single

library.

The library, Which was established about 22 years ago, has a staff

of nine; a book colleCtion of about 23,000 volumes, and 500 periodical

subscriptions. Since the bUdget for the library is shared by the three

major IAA companies, it is necessary to maintain extensive records of

library activities which ShOW the monetary respoosibilitieS of each

company. The need to account to a library committee con-Si-sting of

representatives of each company forms the basis for most of the

library's data gathering and compilation activities;

AS the companies and the library have grown, the activities of the

library haVe become more diversified, and it has therefore been

necessary to increase the amount of statistical data gathered. MS.
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01SOn'S response to the survey questionnaire indicates that seventeen

separate items of data are tabulated on a regular baiiii6; and two on an

Occasional basis; According to Ma; 018-on; one of the hazards of

diVerSification is that the organization's management tend8 to believe

that the repc.ted statistics represent all library activities, which is

increasingly less true.

Ms. OlSbn identifies reference statistics as most important,

"since in a special library reference is our biggest and most important

service." result; a refined method analyzing reference

transactions based on their "Weightedtimevalue" has been developed;

This approach is based on the assumption that the length of time it

takes to answer a reference question IS an indicator of the difficulty

of the reference question Questions are brbken dOWn ACCording

number of time categories, each of which IS assigned a weight; the

weighting factor .increases as a function of the amount of time required

to supply an answer; The form used for gathering reference data is

reproduced as Figure 5; and the scaling factor currently in use for the

weightedtimevalue is reproduced in Table 3. The library's report to

Management includes not only a count of the total number of reference

questions asked; but also of the total weightedtimevalue of those

questions and the total number of persons asking questions;

AS a means Of Validating the weightedtimevalue approach

reference statistics, a study was conducted during 1982 in which staff

members appraiSed the amount of expertise required to answer reference

questions; and a point value Was assigned to each transaction on that

basis. Comparison of the reSultS of that study with the
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TABLE 3: WEIGHTEDTIMEVALUES USED BY IAA
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES LIBRARY

Length of Time
Spent on Question Points

Less than one Minute 1

1 to 5 minutes 2

6 to 20 minutes 4
21 to 60 Minutes 12
1 to 2 hOdra 24
2 hours to 1/2 day 32
1/2 day or more 32 for each 1/2 day

Add for:
Computer search 10
Use of subject file 6

Subject file Search 18

weightedtimevalue approach revealed a very close correlation between

the two methods, indicating that the time spent answering a qUeStion

can be successfully used as an indicator of the difficulty of the

question.

Routing of periodicals is also an important service; and

statistics on rCuLing have been kept since the library was founded; as

one measure of volume of use. An automated system for maintaining

routing lists has been developed for use on the organization's Wang

minicomputer; this system includes the ability to generate statistics

on routing activities.



FIG. 5: CARD USED FOR COLLECTION OF REFERENCE DATA
IN IAA AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES LIBRARY

DATE NUMBER

NAM:: CO. EXT.

CO/DIV/DEPT NO. PHONE IN PERSON MEMO
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1 -2
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CS SFthan 1 1 =5 6=20 2 1 =60

.. _ .
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4 TH
5 FR
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Tome of Day

8-8:15
Z 8:15-9
3 9-_1 I
4 1-I
5 1 :3
6 3-430
7 4 30-

Question type

1 Directional - Whe:e is
2 Reference

Action taken

1 Directions
2 Information on policy
3 Other help
4 Recoil-I-Mend-at:6n

(inter-company source)
5 Use (by staff of inter-

company source)
6 interpretation
7 Instruction
8 Refe-rial )outside

libraryt
9 Copying

Reference Type

1 Doyou havv?
2 Spelling or definition
3 Mdress Or phone number
4 Biography
5 Statistics
6 Information on specific

subject

Sources Used

1 None used. personal knowledge
2 Card catalog
3 KRIS
4 Abstracts/ Indexes

8.7liographieS
6 Reference books

7 Specialized reference books-
Encyclopedia dictionary, atlas

8 Series

9 Books/Pamphlets

10 Periodicals/Newspapers
11 Phonefiche
12 Computer search
13 Suect file folder
14 Subject file search
75 Knowledgeable non-librarian
16 Trips to ISU .

17 Interlibrary loan
18 Other

Personis1Assisting
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Ms. Olson does not consider circulation of library materials a

very useful measure of libtarY performance; since the focus of the IAA

Library is on telephone reference and inlibrary use of materials. She

believes it would be useful to be able to count in library use, and has

counted users; but has not been able to devise an accurate way of

determining which mat'erialS are being used. She reports that one

division of the organization is "on a campaign to get people to do

their own research in the library," apparently as an economy measure.

Ms. Olson feels that this is evidence that management does not really

understand the nature of library service, since the Cost of acquiring

And processing materials is the same regardless of uhether the

materials are circulated or used in the library.

In addition to the usage statistics which are kept on an ongoing

basis, occasional surveys have been conducted as a means of assessing

overall satisfaction with the services offered by the library, or of

appraising individUal services such

acquisitions Hat.

as the library's monthly

Ms. Olson feels that such surveys are valuable,

but that they must be kept simple and direct if they are to be

successful;

For the most part; the statistics c011eCted by the library staff

include not only the number of uses of a partiCular service, but also;

at the request of the library committee, the number of users. This

allows for the determination of what proportion of the total staff of

the organization and of the individual companies actually Utilize the

library and its services. Ms. Olson estimates that 25% of the

organization's 2,000 employees could be classed as "regular" users.
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Compiling such data also makes it possible to determine whether certain

companies or departments appear to be underutilizing given services;

Workshops and orientation sessions emphasizing such services are

employed as a means of encouraging their use.

Many of the datagathering forms used by the library serve

nonstattstical as well as statistical purposes. The form used for

.pilecrAng data on reference questions, for instance; can also be used

to determine weaknesses in the library's resources; if a relatively

large number of questions in a given subject area requite referral

external sources, it may be desirable to increase the librar

holdings in that area.

Although most of the processing of statistical data is done by

hand, certain procedures have been computerized, including data on

routing and subscriptions; Preliminary efforts at computerizing other

data, such as reference transactions, have been made, but the

iVailability of programming assistance is limited and more extensive

Automation will probably not be initiated in the near future;

Ms. Olson's recommendation to others is that they let the

circumstances of their budget and management devands determine the need

to keep statistics. "A person would have to keep a certain amount of

statistics, but simpler budget arrangements §LoUld require le§b data.

She also predicts; however, that "as the library grows, the need for

statistics will grow along with it."

As mentioned in section 4 of this report, the tt8t frequently

cited use for statistical data was for reports to management; the IAA

and Affiliated Companies Library seems to be typical in this aspect.
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The majority of the data kept are kept specifically for purposes of

dividing the library's budget among the companies it serves. What

makes this library a partic'ilarly good example is the thought and

planning that have gone into the selection of the data to be collecte0

and the emphasis on making those data se:e multiple purposes.

Iithough the number of statistics kept is relatively large, the

emphases are nonetheless on keeping the least data possible and

deriving the largest good from the statistics kept;

b Conclusion

This survey indicates that special libraries in Illinois are for

the most part heavily involved in the collection of statistical data.

There is evidence to suggest, however, that the collection of such data

is not always purposive or meaningful. A nImber of respondents

provided no indication of the reasons for which data were kept, even

though they did indicate collecting data Of one or more kinds; when

son of these were contacted by telephone, they were still unable

supply a description of the uses made of the data they collected. One

respondent's reply that "we keep it in case we ever need it" is

typical; There seems to be a common belief that certain kinds of data,

such as circulation and reference question counts; must be collected

even if they are put to no immediate use. ObVioUSly the individual

needs of each library should dictate what data should be kept for what

purposes. The effective collection and utilization of statistical data

requires much planning, review and, especially, time; Since time is a
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valuat.le commodity in most libraries, it is important to be certain

that any and all data gathered are collected for a purpose, and that

the data do in fact serve that purpose.

The responses to this survey indicate that special libraries in

Illinois are for the most part interested in public services

statistics; The average respondent regularly kept records concerning

technical services measures aad 6.4 public services measures. The

majority of the additional measures listed in Table A4 are related to

public services. This implies that public services measures are of

more importance to special libraries than are technical services

measures. Technical services statistics tend to be input-oriented,

dealing with activities which reflect the actual performance of the

library in an indirect manner if at all. Since the major reason for

collecting statistical data in special libraries seems to be the

justification of the library's activities to the administration of the

organization served, one might expect 1.,easures of output and Service to

be of more importance than measures of input. Public services

measures, however, are not so easily identified or measured as are

technical services measures. Very few additions to the list of six

technical services measures were provided by respondents to the survey

questionnaire; and most of these six measures were kept by a majority

of the respondents; Very few of the public services measures listed on

the questionnaire were kept by a majority of the respondents, and a

large number of public services measures not listed on the

questionnaire were volunteered by respondents. It seems, then, that

public services measures are both more important than and less
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clear-cut than technical services measures.

There is also a definite tendenty to record only those data that

are easily collected.: The measures kept by a substantial number of

respondents were almost without exception those which required

minimum of analysis and which Would yield only raw counts of data; or

Which could easily be compiled by counting entries in some exising

r _ord such as a serials check -in file or a shelf list. This tendency

to count mostly those things which are readily countable is certainly

not unique to speCial libraries.

A thorough analysis of the usefulness of various kinds

statistical data or of the procedures for gathering, analyzing and

presenting data is beyond the scope of this report. The Selected

Bibliography in Appendik 3 may provide a starting point for a more

in-depth study of these issues. Although the analysis presented here

is necessarily incomplete, it does show that special librarians in

Illinois are involved to a considerable degree in the collection and

Use of a wide variety of statistical data. That the average number of

years for which such data have been tolletted is only 6.7 suggest3 that

the concern for quantification may be a relatively recent one, perhaps

arising from changes in the economic status of the organizations served

by special libraries. The fact that many special librarians are

newcomers to the gathering and use of statistics also may explain the

wide variety of Approaches taken and measures used; At any rate, the

popular notion that special librarians are not interested in statistics

appears to be a mytn
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Appendix 1: Survey Questionnaire

ID no.

(ISL use only)

IllibeiS State Library; Springfield, IL 62756

Performance Measures Survey: Statistics_t
Slyecial Libraries Which Are Affiliate Membe-rs of Library Systems

(Please complete and return this survey by no later than. February 1, 1982.)

1; Name of organization:

2. Full address:

3. Name of your rogional Library System:

PART 0-NE

Below are listed several types of statistics and /or measures of perforffiance
which arc kept in some libkaries. Circle the number 1 opposite each measure
which VOUr library presently keeps on a continuous basis; Circle the number 2
opposite each measure WhiCh your library kept for one or more samp -le- periods of
time in the last year. Circle the number 3 opposite each measure which you
do not use at all; count here statistics available from computer files but
not actually produced or used If you keep_a type of statistics not shown;
describe it briefly under "Other Measures" (lines 26-27), and circle number
ono or two as appropriate.

4-9. Technical Services

Keep
Regu-
larly

Collect
Occas-
Tonally

Do
Not
Keep

Number of
4: Items ordered

1 2 3 4
5; Items received 1 2 3 5
6; Items cataloged 1 2 3 6
7; Items withdrawn 1 2 3 7
8; Items in the library's collection

1 2 3 8
9. Periodical titles currently received 1 2 3 9

10-16. Public Services

Number of -
10. People using the library 1 2 3 10
11. Items borrowed from the library 1 2 3 11
12. People with books borrowed from the library 1 2 3 12
13. People getting magazines routed to them from the library 1 2 3 13
14. Photocopies made in the library of library

materials and by or for patrons 1 2 3 14
15. Photocopies received from other libraries 1 ' 2 3 15
16. Reference questions handled by the library staff

4..f
1 2 3 16
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17-27; Public Services (con-Untied)

Keep Collect Do
Regu- Occas- Not
laxly ionally -Kaap-

:umber of -
7; Referente questions analyzed by Subject, time spent,

type Of patron, etc;
1 2 3 1718. Form letters, preprinted handouts or bibliographies, etc.:sett in response to queries
1 2 3 1819. Computer searches of bibliographic data bases made by the

library staff for patrons
1 2 3 1920. Literature- searches made by the library staff for patrons 1 2 3 2021. Questionnaires to library pattona_on any aspect of

their use of or opinions on the library or on library
service

1 2 3 2122. Items senttoother libraries on interlibrary loan 1 2 3 2223. Items received from other libraries on interlibrary loan 1 2 3 2324. Notices sent to patrons concerning new materials in thelibrary
1 2 3 2425. Hours spent on any one patron; or project
1 2 3 25

Other Measures. (specify):
26.

1 2 3 26
27.

1 2 3 27
PART TWO

28. Choose any three statistics you presently keep. For each, show in column(a) its line number from above; show in column (b) when you started to keepthis type of statistic; and show in column (c) Spetifically how you use thefigures. Please supply us with a copy of the corn you use, a compilationOf_the data for part or all of the last complete year, and any other relevantinformation (use other side if necessary);

(a) (b)

KOpt
Line Since
No. When?

(c)

Specific Uses loxthe-Data
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29. Future surveys of Illinois speciallibtarieS_Should concern subjects on which
lihrianswant information. Circle the nUmber(S) at the right hand edge for
any Tic in the list below which you would like to see the basis of a
stuc, (or add your own topic);

a. The selection of materials for the library
b. The various functions of a special library- 2
c. The division of duties between profeSSiOnal and

non-professional staff 3
d. Budgets; unit costs; expenditures, salaries 4
e. Interlibrary loans 5
f. Applications of computers to special libraries 6
g 7

30. Fur one or more of these future studies; we may use -only a ratidOM
sa.hple of all affiliate member special libraries; In such A_CaSe,
it would be feasible to conduct the survey by telephone. USirig
this present survey as a specific example; would you have preferred
to have answered it by telephone, with an advance copy of the Prefer
questions (if so; circle I); or would you have preferred to answer phone 1

a mail questionnaire like this (circle 2); or would either method Mail 2
be equally acceptable to you (circle 3)? either 3

31. Name of person, answering these questions:

Telephone no.:

Thank you for answering this survey. Please return one copy of the completed
form to the headquarters of your regional library system.
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ApPendiit 2: Reference Tables

TABLE A1:-FREQUENCY WITH WHICH MEASURES ARE KEPT
(NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE PERCENTAGES)

NUMBER KEEP COLLECT DO
OF REGU- OCCAS- NOT

RESPONDENTS LARLY IONALLY KEEP
Technical Services Measures

Number of

1. Items ordered 297 (100) 159 (54) 28 (9) 110 (37)
2. Items received 299 (100) 170 (57) 36 (12) 93 (31)
3. Items cataloged 296 (100) 196 (66) 23 (8) 77 (26)
4. Items withdraWA 296 (100) 117 (40) 34 (11) 145 (49)
5. Itet8 in the library's C011eCtion 297 (100) 163 (55) 67 (23) 67 (23)

6. Periodicai titles currently received 301 (100) 216 (72) 45 (15) 40 (13)

PUblic SerVices Measures

Number of

7. People_using the library 298 (100) 101 (34) 59 (20) 138 (45)
8; Items borrowed from the library 299 (100) 169 (57) 32 (11) 98 (33)
9. People witE_books borrowed 296 (100) 96 (32) 25 (8) 175 (59)

10. People getting magazines routed 296 (100) 99 (33) 28 (10) 169 (57)
11. Photocopies made in the library 297 (100) 128 (43) 20 (7) 149 (50)

12. Photocopies received 301 (100) 156 (52) 21 (7) 124* (41)
13. Reference questions handled 301 (100) 142 (47) 53 (18) 106 (35)
14. Reference questions analyzed 298 (100) 54 (18) 56 (19) 188 (63)
15. Form letters; etc. 297 (100) 46 (15) 34 (11) 217 (73)

.

16. Computer searches 295 (100) 149 (51) 19 (6) 127 (43)

17. Literature searches 301 (100) 150 (50) 34 (11) 117 (39)
18. QuesLionnaires to library patrons 294 (100) 36 (12) 64 (22) 194 (66)
19. Items sent on ILL 299 (100) 196 (66) 21 (7) 82 (27)
20. Items received on ILL 297 (100) 216 (73) 29 (10) 52 (18)
21. Notices sent to patrons 297 (100) 88 (30) 38 (13) 171 (58)

22. Hours spent on patron or project 301 (100) 48 (16) 53 (18) 200 (66)

4,3
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TABLE A2: ADDITIONAL MEASURES IDENTIFIED IN RESPONSE TO
SURVEY QUESTIONS 26 AND 27

DESCRIPTION OF MEASURE

NUMBER
OF

RESPONDENTS

KEPT KEPT
REGULARLY OCCASIONALLY

Public Services Measures

Number of

1. Audiovisual equipment use, including hardware,_
software, programs, routing, circulation and
previewing

14

2. User characteristics/use by type of or user group 10 1-use

3. Time required to fill interlibrary loan requests 9 1

4. Use by subject/type of material/title 9 3

5. Requests made, by mode of inquiry/general
use of telephones

9 1

6. Special prodUcts of the library; including
lit1.2_rature searches, current awareness
pu:)lications, databases; etc.

7. Overdue notices sent/items overdue 3 0

8. Volumes shelved/reshelved 3 0

9; Time spent on user orientation/education/tours, etc. 2 0

10. Periodical titles routed 2 0

11. Books purchased for individual use 2 0

12. Circulations per user 2 0

13. Fees paid for interlibrary loan 1 0

14. Time users spend in library 1 0

15. Registrations of users from outside the organization 1 0

16. In-house collection use 1 0

17. Items scanned 1 0

18. Libraries to whom reference questions Are referred 1 0

19. Messages delivered 1 0

20. Searches for in-house lab reports 1 0

21. Reference questions referred to another source 0 1
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TABLE A2, CONTINUED

Technical Services Measures

Number of

22. ['reprints from journals 0

23. Expenditures for acquisitions 1

24. Items bound/sent to bindery 2 0

25; Items abstracted/indexed 2 0

26; items subjected to conservation treatment 1 0

27. Additions/holdihgs of materials other than book,.;
and periodicals

28. Card sets made for library additions 1

29. Catalog card addicions/deletionS 1 0

30. Catalog rbtordS retrospectively converted 1 0

31. Time from order of materials to receipt 1

32. IteMS donated to the library 1 0

33; Materials processed for other departmental units
or libraries

1 0

Other Measores

Number of

34. Trips to other libraries and time spent on such trips 0

35. Expenditures for individual projects 1 0

36. Revenue from library activities 0

37. Company paid memberships 1 0

38; Hours worked/hours spent, by type of activity 1 1

39; Total expenditures
40; Meetings attended
42. Postage paid 0

43. Correspondence 0

t
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TABLE A3: MEASURES KEPT REGULARLY BY AT LEAST 50% OF THE RESPONDENTS

MEASURE NUMBER/PERCENT

1; Items received on ILL 216 (73)
2; Period!ca1 titles received 216 (72)

3. Items cataloged 196 (66)

4; Items sent on ILL 196 (66)

5; Items received 170 (57)

6; Items borrowed 169 (57)

7; Items in collection 163 (55)

8; Items ordered 159 (54)

9. Photocopies received 156 (52)



ARE A4: MEAN NUMBER OF MEASURES KEPT- BY EACH OF FIVE MAIN VARIABLES

MEAN NUMUN OF

PROF ITINOT=

FOR-PROFIT

STATUS

2 1

1, All Mebure,)

kept renildlly 8.1 11.0 8,3

kopt occ&dondly 2.3 2.7 3,1

Services Memres

kept 1oy,111,1r1,, 2.6 3,8

kopt. oodsioualk 0,8 0,7

3. Puhlic 'dorvitoi. Medsure,,

kcpl regularly 5.'1 6.9

kept occa:,iona11y 2.0 1.9

Kev:

PERSON

SIZE OF TO WHOM

PRIMARY STAFF LIBRARIAN ALL

MAJOR SUBJECT AREA CLIENTELE WITH MLS REPORTS RESPONDENTS

2

9.6

3,3

3 4 5

9.0 7.3 12.2

2.8 2,0 2.4

3.0 2.6 3.2

1,0 1,1 0.7

5.1 6.8 5,5

2.3 2.2 2,1

1

8.5

2.7

2.5 4.2 3.0

0.3 0.7 0.8

4.7 7.8 5,4

1.6 1.7 1.8

2 1

11.5 9.3

2.8 2.7

3.8 3.6

0.7 0.8

7.4 6.0

2.1 1.9

2 1 2 3

10,1 9,9 10.2 10.0 10.0

2.8 2.8 2.9 1.6 2.8

l'r4IL/NoL-For7Profit Status -7 1.For-Profit; 2:ot-1?or7Pr-ofit

MajOr Subje4ANa liTechnology; Musiness; 3= Social StienteS S HumanitieS;

4=La45=Mdiuil

SIze 61 Primary Cliontele 1..:Less than 250; 2 =250 or more

'OrLeut 61 SL-111wilitMLS-- 1=LeSS LW 1 FTE; 2-=1. FTE or more

lYrson to Whom Lihrdrian ReportS 1.Upper Management; Middle Management; 3,1)th-er,

3.2 3,4 3.3 4.8 3.4

0.8 0.8 0,8 0,4 0.8

6.6 6.3 6.8 5.2 6.4

2.0 2.0 2.1 1.2 2.0



TABU A5: MEAN NUMBER OF YEARS SELECTED MEASURES 0 BEEN KEPT

BY EACH OF FIVE MAIN VARIABLES

PERSON

VROFIT/NOTT SIZE OF TO WHOM

FOR-PRoFIT
PRIMARY STAFF LIBRARIAN ALL

STATUS MAJOR SUBJECT AREA CLIENTUE ORALS REPORTS RESPONDENTS

2 !, 5 2 -1 2 1_, 2 3

.

7.6 6.3 6.4 2.5 7.2 5.7 7.8 6.5 6.8 1.3 6.1 28 6.7

NoLe: For ky to codes, see Table A2.
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TABLE Ab: USES OF STATISTICS IDENTIFIED BY THE RESPONDENTS

CATEGORY
NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

1. Report to management 130

2. Financial and budgetary concerns
Eudget control
Billing/Charge-back/Detailed breakdown of

expenditures
Verification of bills received
Determination of monetary value of use of

external resources
Justification of resources
Vendor evaluation

3. User and use analysis
User analysis
Service/library/collection use
Service evaluation
Comparison with other libraries
USe by ILL source/requestor

4; Collection analysis and inventory
Collection evaluation, development, selection
Inventory

5. Report to external agency (consortium; network;
funding body; insurance company, accrediting
body; etc.

6. Personnel considerations
Staffing patterns and work load analysis
Staff evaluation

7. Miscellaneous
Establishment of goals and objectives
To answer questionnaires

122

84

67

49

18

14

All Uses 301

Note: The figure_ for "all uses" does not represent the sums of the
ihdiVidual categories, since a given respondent could report more than
one use.



ROOrL LO

Manager len

TARE A7: USES FOR STATISTICS KEPT BY EACH OF FIVE MAIN VARIABLES

i''NUFIT/NOT-

FOR-PROHT

STATUS

1

MAJOR SUBJECT AREA

2 3 4

11 93 31 17 25 6

29% 7R 24% 13% 19% 5%

Fkaa ad 53 69 35 18 13 10

hoht-Jr coverH 4r 57% 29% 15% 11% 9%

k.er jild 30 52 22 13 12 5

37/ 63% 26% 16% 14% 6%

Collktton llidiVtiiH 24 43 17 3 10 10

aiid invelliory 3E 64% 25% 5% 15% 15%

Ri,H)rt to 45 1 1 9 0

;1011-cy 92% 2% 2% 18% 0%

Pasonnvl 5 13 6 1 4 0

licelldneous

Al I. 1( T,policien

28'/, 72/:, 33% 6% 22% 0%

SIZE OF

PRIMARY

CLIENTELE

STAFF

WITH MLS

PERSON

TO WHOM

LIBRARIAN

REPORTS

5 1 2 1 2 1 2

51 61 69 38 92 79 42

39% 47% 53% 39% 71% 65% 34%

46 61 61 42 80 67 42

38% 50% 50% 34% 66% 60% 38%

32 45 39 24 60 49 29

38% 34% 46% 29% 71% 63% 37%

27 38 29 24 43 41 17

40% 57% 43% 36% 64% 68% 28%

38 24 25 25 24 27 19

78% 49% 51% 49% 49% 57% 40%

7 10 8 7 11 8. 5

39% 56% 44% 39% 61% 57/ 36%

An

RESPONDENTS

3

1 130

1% 100%

2 122

2% 100%

0 84

0% 100%

2 67

3% 100%

1 18

7% '100%

3 11 5 1 1 0 7 6 8 5 9 7 S 1 14.

21/ 797,, 367, 7% 7% 0% 50% 43% 57% 36% 64% 54% 39% 8% 100%

112 187 76 36 55 22 112 159 142 117_ 184_ 178_ 94_ 5_ 301

38% 63% 25% 12% 18% 7% 37% 53% 47% 39% 61% 64% 34% 2% 100%

kyy lo codes; see Table A4.
%

p.
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TABLE A8: USES FOR STATISTICS KEPT, Bi TYPE OF MEASURE

CATEGORY OF USE

1. Report to
management

3; Financial and
budgetary concerns

3; User and use
analysis

4. Collection analysis
and inventory

5. Report to
external agency

6. Personnel
considerations

7. Miscellaneous

All USes

TECHNICAL PUBLIC
SERVICES SERVICES ALL
MEASURES MEASURES MEASURES

ANALYZED UNANALYZED TOTAL

54 37

55 44

35

35 18

16 13

11 8

10 6

116 118

105 115

77 83

58 63

*9 49

16 18

8 11

130

122

84

67

49

18

14

120 82 7219 237 301.

Note: The figures for "all measures" do not represent the sums of the
individual subcategories, since a given respondent could report use in
more than one subcategory. Similarly, the figures for the total number
of public services measures do not equal the sums of "analyzed". and
"unanalyzed" public Services measures.
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